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About Norba

Norba’s customers have always been concerned with the environment. Amongst them are companies who 

are at the core of re- and upcycling industry. We are proud to facilitate and stimulate these companies in 

their journey to revolutionise the world of waste management and to help them with their contributions to 

creating a circular economy. 

In 1870 the company that should develop the first Norba was founded in Sweden, and 1913 in Blomstermåla 

the Norba brand was born. From the earliest beginnings Norba has been a trendsetter in producing smart 

and environmentally friendly waste solutions. It is no surprise that Norba has been the first company to 

introduce an electric, hybrid truck, reducing fuel consumption and noise level significantly. And in accor-

dance to Sweden’s reputation, the Norba products are solidly built, fit to endure any condition. In addition, 

Norba products are unique by being light-weighted, manoeuvrable, and perfectly suitable for narrow and 

busy city streets. 

Smart features

CONNECTIVITY

With our connectivity system it is possible to give operators all the information they 

need in order to reduce fuel consumption and maintenance costs. Operators are able to 

monitor both individual vehicles and drivers, routes and entire fleets and with this, they 

are able to optimise efficiency in terms of mileage, operation and fuel economy.

HYBRID SYSTEMS

For our customers who want to operate as green as possible, we now offer state-of-the-

art hybrid technology. We are proud to say that the Norba rear loader can be provided 

with an extremely lightweight and compact lithium-ion battery, providing a noiseless, 

clean and yet very efficient operation of the vehicle. 

REMOTE SERVICE SUPPORT

The Norba rear loader can be supplied with a modem for quick trouble-shooting from the 

cab or remote location via optional modem.

FUEL EFFICIENT HYDRAULIC CONTROLS AS STANDARD

Smart Pack© system is our energy saving hydraulic solution that automatically senses 

how much oil pressure the system requires for the lifting and packing operation. In other 

words, no more energy is used than required.

WEIGHING SYSTEMS

The Norba rear loader can be supplied with different types of weighing system for refuse 

container weighing and ID system. 
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 USER FRIENDLY

 FAST

 SMART

“With the MF series you can collect two 
different fractions simultaneously.”

More information / specifications / videos:
NORBATRUCKS.COM

 ECOLOGICAL FRIENDLY

 As most of our customers are trendsetters in revolutionising waste 

management, the rear loader stimulates innovation. By being able to 

collect and manage waste individually, using the rear loader creates 

opportunities for recycling and upcycling. The standard Multi Fraction 

rear loader consists of two sealed compartments, each with its own 

press mechanism and ejector plate. This ensures that there is no risk 

whatsoever of cross contamination, not even when discharging the 

waste at the landfill or incinerator. Another ecological asset is the 

SmartPack system, that only needs a minimum amount of power from 

the engine for an efficient operation. With this system, you are able to 

optimise your waste collection to maximum fuel efficiency and work 

more environmentally friendly.

 FLEXIBLE

 With the MF series you can collect two different fractions simultane-

ously. If you wish to compartmentalise the waste collection further, 

this multi fraction unit is the one for you. It is possible to add a waste 

collecting pod between the body and cab of this rear loader (see 

options). Whilst different collecting areas present different kinds and 

amounts of waste, we have designed the rear loader as to be flexible 

with this demand too. Therefore, the body volumes vary between 11 to 

24 m3. Our customers drive with all sorts of chassis: electric, gas, or 

“By being able to collect and manage 
waste individually, using the rear 
loader creates opportunities for 
recycling and upcycling.”

The Norba product line offers smart and light-weighted waste collection vehicles, which answer to and lead the demands of modern waste disposal. For 

our customers, waste is not merely waste, or something to be disposed of. No, waste is valuable raw material, the ability to create new products. With 

our Norba products, we help our customers to revolutionise the waste industry. As the world is getting more and more urbanised and densely populated, 

the Norba Multi Fraction rear loader series presents a practical solution: collecting waste separately. The rear loader consists of two separate and sealed 

compartments, which can be operated independently. Our MF offers a wide range of flexible vehicles and clever functions for doing so. What are the assets 

of the Norba Multi Fraction rear loader series?

Norba Multi Fraction 

fuel driven. To meet these varying demands, the Norba Multi Fraction 

rear loader can be mounted to virtually any chassis. 

 EASY AND SAFE

 One of our customers’ demands is that the vehicle is easy to manoeu-

vre in urban or densely populated areas, but also suitable for rural 

areas. To meet these needs, we have designed a rear loader that is 

robust, yet light and flexible, using high tensile steel to improve these 

qualities. Safety is, of course, pivotal for our customers. Therefore, we 

have built smart control panels to provide as safe an operation as pos-

sible. As leakage is everyones enemy, we have taken all measures to 

reduce the risks as much as possible. One way of doing this is to keep 

things simple. The design is straightforward, yet strong and effective 

in sorting waste. Its clear and smooth design also aids the vehicle’s 

maintenance, as there are no impenetrable corners and areas to clean.

 FAST

 Our Norba waste collection vehicles are fast and furious. And these 

are not empty words: our rear loaders offer one of the fastest packing 

cycle there is on the market, namely an impressive 16 to 18 seconds. 

Looking for more innovation? You can order the rear loader in a hybrid or full

electric version.

L500 automatic or manual lifter

The reliable L500 single bar lifter has been designed especially for the MF 

Series. It has a vertical lifting operation compared to the more traditional 

L200 bin lift. Like the L200, this lift has a short rear overhang to increase 

manoeuvrability. The control system offers many user-friendly options, and 

its control panels are very conveniently placed on both sides of the vehicle, 

allowing operation of the compaction and loading of the waste individually.

L200 Manual Lift

In response to our customers’ needs we have redesigned our established 

L200 single bar lifter to be fully detachable  making repairs and replacement 

as simple as possible. This manually operated lift has a minimum rear over-

hang improving the weight distribution of the whole body on the chassis and 

therefore increasing payload. 

Lifters
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